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CAST

Jacko
Johnnie
Grandpa
Ringmaster
Grandma
Kathy
Fritz
Bonzo
Teddy Bear
Presto
Clowns

Steve Stokes
Brett Kristofferson
Wes Robertson
Joe Stratil
Jeanne Kingsland
Angel Davis
Rhonda Dunham
Christine Van Ryckeghem
Dianna Parker
Vickie Joplin
Bruce Coombs, Brian Coombs, Roger Ferguson, James McCann, Arnold Devers, Randy Davis

SCENES – THE CIRCUS

Act One — The Backyard of the Circus
Act Two — Inside the Dressing Tent
Act Three — Same as Act Two

PRODUCTION STAFF

Director — Wesley Robertson
Artistic Designers — Lisa Gish, Fred Clarke
Stage Manager & Lights — Fred Clarke
Sound — Lisa Gish
Program Cover Design — Lisa Gish
House Manager — Joe Wilson
Costumes — Robert Schmidt
Set Construction — Bruce Alexander, Jeanne Kingsland, Fred Clarke, Lily Murphy, Joseph Stratil, Michael Suchan,
Lynn Swanson, Dianna Parker, Chris Van Ryckeghem, Marsha Politte, Vicki Joplin, Jeff Watson,
Kim Bonderer, Rich Foster, Sandy Nickelson, Terry Cochran, Joe Leonard, Arnold Devers,
Roger Ferguson, Brian Coombs, Jim McCann, Tracy Rollens, Bruce Coombs, Steve Hasenmueller,
Edward Hutchinson, Renee Marion, Jon Porchey, Jim Doty, David Jones, Kim Bonderer, Kim Bolen
Ushers — Joan Roth, Ann Boyer, Sherri Garrett, Ann Ponnath, Nancy Elfrank, Nancy Reimler, Judy Summers,
Glenda Webster
Properties — Lily Murphy
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